FHIR Infrastructure Minutes CC 2022-10-24

Antitrust Statement

Professional Associations, such as HL7, which bring together competing entities are subject to strict scrutiny under applicable antitrust laws. HL7 recognizes that the antitrust laws were enacted to promote fairness in competition and, as such, supports laws against monopoly and restraints of trade and their enforcement. Each individual participating in HL7 meetings and conferences, regardless of venue, is responsible for knowing the contents of and adhering to the HL7 Antitrust Policy as stated in §05.01 of the Governance and Operations Manual (GOM).

Agenda

- Approve FHIR Infrastructure Minutes CC 2022-10-17

Attendees

| Lloyd McKenzie | chair | Eric Daley | Marco Visser |
| Josh Mandel | x | Eric Haas | Mark Kramer |
| Rick Geimer |  | Eric Heflin | Marten Smits |
| Yunwei Wang | scribe | Ewout Kramer | Mary Winter |
| Alberto Llanes |  | Frank McKinney | Melisa Coker |
| Alex Goel |  | Frank Olthuijzen | Michael Donnelly |
| Alex Kontur | x | Fred Dennis | Michelle Barry |
| Alexander Zautke |  | Fred Marsh | Oliver Egger |
| Anne Perry |  | Gheisha-Ly Rosario Diaz | Patrick Murta |
| Bas van den Heuvel | x | Gigi Mendenhall | Paul Church |
| Brenda |  | Gino Canessa | x Peter Muir |
| Brett Marquard |  | Grahame Grieve | x Rachel Foerster |
| Brian Phinney |  | Jamie Smith | Richard Ettema |
| Brian Postlethwaite | x | Jay Lyle | Rob Hausam |
| Brianna Mathiowetz |  | Jeff Brown | Ruben Daniels |
| Bryn Rhodes | x | Jeff Danford | Ruby Nash |
| Chandrakant Bhoslay |  | John D’Amore | Ryan Moehrke |
| Christiana Knaap |  | John Corley | Sean Muir |
| Christopher Brancato |  | John Moehrke | x Thanh-Thien Nguyen |
| Cooper Thompson |  | Jose Costa Teixeria | Thomas Zhou |
| Daniel Gottlieb |  | Joseph Lamy | Vadim Peretokin |
| David Hill |  | Joseph Shook | Vassil Peytchev |
| David Riddle |  | Karl Naden | Ward Weistra |
| Didli Davis |  | Kenneth Myhra | Wes Barker |
| Emma Jones | x | Kyle Binns | Xiaomin Xu |

| | | | |
| | | | Matt Blackmon |

Minutes Approval

- Motion to approve FHIR Infrastructure Minutes CC 2022-10-17
  - Josh Mandel / Yunwei Wang: 10-0-0
Tracker

FHIR-38694 - Several affiliation (organization) changes needed within credits
- Persuasive with Mod
  - Josh Mandel / Bryn Rhodes: 11-0-1

FHIR-38729 - Add a 'refersTo' element to allow linking to IGs without any statement of conformance
- Use case: an international IG points to a realm specific IG as example. This is not actually "depend on". But QA process fails.
- Option 1: change QA error to warning
- Option 2: Add some parameter to exclude some IG from dependency from QA process
- Option 3: Add element to specify relationship other than dependency
  - If there are any relationship other than pure text referencing, then there must be dependency.
  - Another example is the zulip discussion about US Core dependency on Bulk data (https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179175-argonaut/topic/US.20Core.20depends.20on.20Bulk.3F)
  - Will continue the discussion on zulip

FHIR-38744 - SHOULD support search parameters encoded in the POST body
- This is not the same as saying that "all search parameters shall be in the post body"
  - Yunwei will close this ticket

FHIR-38746 - Add compartment GET search example
- Persuasive with Mod
  - Yunwei Wang / Gino Canessa: 14-0-0

FHIR-38817 - Broken Link in Table of Contents: http://hl7.org/fhir/2022SEP/toc.html called http://hl7.org/fhir/2022SEP/broken-link.html at 1.11
- This is a tooling change
  - The "broken link" page is not supposed to be in TOC
  - Persuasive
    - Grahame Grieve / Gino Canessa: 14-0-0

FHIR-38855 - The change from FHIR-26370 should be generic
- Inferno FHIR-I after other related tickets are resolved
  - Assign to Bas van den Heuvel

FHIR-38872 - Expression should support operations
- Persuasive with Modification
  - Bas van den Heuvel / Bryn Rhodes: 12-0-2

FHIR-38939 - How to identify deprecated elements.
- This is a tooling issue
  - The standard-status code system does include deprecated concept. But the definition is not correct.
  - Will add withdrawn to the code system.
  - Persuasive with Mod
    - Grahame Grieve / Bas van den Heuvel: 9-0-1

FHIR-38991 - Missing some HTTP Headers
- Will add Location and Content-Location
  - Persuasive with Mod
    - Brian Postlethwaite / Richard Ettema: 9-0-0

FHIR-38992 - Summaries are missing the 'batch' interaction
- Persuasive with Mod
  - Brian Postlethwaite / Richard Ettema: 7-0-0

FHIR-38993 - CodeSystem restful-interaction is missing compartment search
- Persuasive
• Josh Mandel / Bas van den Heuvel: 6-0-0

FHIR-38995 - HTTP page should include 'Reverse Proxy' behavior  
WAITING FOR INPUT
- Assign to Gino to provide proposal language

FHIR-38998 - Version labels should note they are not SemVer compliant  
RESOLVED - CHANGE REQUIRED
- Persuasive
  • Brian Postlethwaite / Paul Church: 6-0-0

FHIR-39019 - Disagree with the addition of CodeableReference data type  
TRIAGED
- Propose not persuasive because it is too late

FHIR-39090 - What (if anything) are the differences between the capabilities of XPath and FHIRPath?  
RESOLVED - NO CHANGE
- Reject because FHIRPath is more expressive than XPath
  • Josh Mandel / Paul Church: 5-0-0

Adjournment

Adjourned at 17:00 ET

Action Items

☐ Type your task here, using "@" to assign to a user and "/" to select a due date